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Noun Clause Exercise - EnglishPractice.com
www.englishpractice.com/grammar/noun-clause-exercise
Find out the noun clauses in the following sentences and state what purpose they serve.
1. The king ordered that the traitor should be put to death.

Teaching Noun Clauses in the ESL Classroom
bogglesworldesl.com/askthomas_noun_clause1.htm
I don't know which noun clauses to teach. First you need to explain what a noun clause
is. As for punctuation, the intro clause determines whether it's a question or ...

Noun clauses - English Grammar
www.englishgrammar.org/noun-clauses-3
A noun clause serves the same purpose as a noun. It can be the subject or object of a
verb. It can also be the object of a preposition. Noun clauses are usually ...

noun clause - definition and examples of noun clauses in ...
grammar.about.com/od/mo/g/nounclauseterm.htm
A noun clause is a dependent clause that functions as a noun (that is, as a subject,
object, or complement).

Noun clauses - English Grammar
www.englishgrammar.org/noun-clauses
Examine the groups of italicized words in the following sentences. I expect to get the first
prize. (Expect what?) I expect that I will get the first prize. (Expect ...

Noun Clauses - ESLgold.com
www.eslgold.com/grammar/noun_clauses.html
Noun clause used as an object. He said something. S V O He said that he was sick.
Noun clause used as a subject. Something is your business. S V Whatever you do is ...

What Are Noun Clauses? (grammar lesson) - Free English ...
www.grammar-monster.com/glossary/noun_clauses.htm
A noun clause is a clause that plays the role of a noun. For example (noun clauses
shaded): I like what I see. I know that the tide is turning. I've met the man who ...

Noun Clauses Are Subordinate Clauses - English Grammar ...
www.english-grammar-revolution.com/noun-clauses.html
Noun clauses are subordinate clauses that act as nouns. Gee, that seemed obvious!

Noun Clauses - Daily Writing Tips
www.dailywritingtips.com/noun-clauses
A reader asks for more information about noun clauses. First, a little review. A clause is
a group of words that contains a main verb. Examples: I dance the polka.

Subordinate (Dependent) Clause (Noun) Practice
teachro.publiccomputingservices.org/grammarpractice/clause/subnoun.htm
Subordinate (Dependent) Clause (Noun) Practice. A subordinate or dependent clause is
a clause that does not make sense by itself, even though it has a subject and verb.
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